BASEBALL FALLS TO
DIVISION-ONE BUTLER
Sports

TRASHY UNION PARTY

THOM YORKE DOES IT AGAIN

Life & Times

A&E

“Gaga spoke about how the Jesus she knows does not hate nor discriminate like others say he does. She said
Jesus died for everyone and not for the select individuals who claim him for their own. Then, Gaga said something that reached down into my heart and just pulverized it.” —Tim Reithmiller, A&E
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JUST IN:
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Life & Times

SPRING
BREAK
PRE-GAME
World

A CLOSER
LOOK AT
TOMS SHOES
IN BRIEFS
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

SPRING BREAK HALL
CLOSING INFORMATION
All residence halls will be
closed during the spring
break. Halls will close Saturday, March 19 at 10 a.m. and
will re-open Sunday, March
27 at 1 p.m. A $50 fine will
be issued to any student who
has not left the residence hall
by 10 a.m. on March 19. For
each additional half hour
after 10 a.m. students remain
in the hall, they will be fined
$25. Before leaving the hall,
please be sure the windows
are closed and locked, heat
is lowered, trash is emptied,
electrical plugs are unplugged (except for refrigerators and fish tanks) and the
room door is locked. Failure
to follow this procedure will
result in a $10 fine. Classes
will begin Monday, March 28.
The last served meal in the
Dining Commons will be the
evening meal (5-5:30 p.m.)
Friday, March 18. Meals will
not be served again until the
evening meal (5-6:30 p.m.)
Sunday, March 27.
Provided by Taylor University
Residence Life Staff

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

46°
34°

Saturday

48°
31°

Sunday

44°
30°
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SBP RESULTS UNVEILED
A

fter weeks of campaigning
calendar where
KYLA MARTIN
and lobbying for votes, the
al
l eve nts are
STAFF WRITER
results are in. Juniors Reid
placed, making
Hutchison and Tania Kuttab are the students’ lives easier and
2011-2012 student body representatives.
events more beneficial.
At first, the two were speechlees when they heard
Stewardship is the prothey emerged victorious as next year’s SBP and motion of learning life skills,
SBVP.
such as managing a budget
“We’re just super excited,” Kuttab said.
through various workshops.
Hutchison and Kuttab’s platform focused on servThe Saturday night iniing the students and fulfilling
tiative gives students a
their desires.
chance to participate in
“I’m excited to be a part
fun events on Saturof TSO, not only to join
day nights.
TSO but to help next
“TSO . . . is to be
year become somea leader among
thing more,” Hutchithis campus, and
son said.
they’re supposed to
He and Kuttab
push new ideas, things
centered their camthat haven’t been done
paign on four main
before, and things that
points: superfans, simwill make our lives, our
plify, stewardship and
experience, and our time
Saturday nights.
here at Taylor more effective,”
“These four points are not
Hutchison said.
just random ideas, but they are
Kuttab, from Jordan, believes
four well-thought-out solutions to what we’ve heard being a part of a minority group
are common frustrations among the student body,” on campus is an asset to shed
Hutchison said.
light to other campus minorities.
Through the superfans system, students can earn
“[Taylor] needs diversity. It needs
a unique fan T-shirt.
those minority voices to be heard,” she
“I think athletics can be a lot of fun. I think it’d be a said.
lot more fun if we showed up to the games and gave
Hutchison and Kuttab were aided by
[athletes] our support,” Hutchison said.
their campaign manager, junior
Simplify is the concept of an online forum for lost Patrick Sells.
and found items, preventing lost and found emails
This year’s election was diffrom flooding inboxes.
ferent from previous years. No
This initiative also incorporates a university student signatures were required

of the candidates, only
from Steve Austin, dean
of student development, the candidates’ hall directors
and a professor of
each. Since only
two pairs ran, there
was no week of primaries.
One of the elected candidates will sit on the community life committee for
the rest of the semester to
“go in, get used to it,” said
senior John Fowler.
Senior Kayla Birt, the second SBVP at Taylor, believes
this role will look totally different to Kuttab.
“[Kuttab has] a lot of experience with programming, a lot
more than I did . . . so I think
[she] will bring a completely
different view or take on the VP
role, which is really exciting to
see what [she] can do with it,” Birt
said.
According to Folwer, being the
SBP is not just centered on directly
accomplishing tasks. It is
about facilitating all members of TSO.
Birt completely agrees.
“A lot of the times, it is just a
dance,” Birt said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
Photo by Tim Riethmiller

“spring forward / fall back”
Taylor Client Service would
like to remind students that
Daylight Saving Time begins
at 2 a.m. Sunday, March 13.
Students should move their
clocks forward one hour.

Volume 98
Number 19

WHAT THEY PLAN TO DO:
SUPERFANS
Supporting athletes.
Ideas:
• Free T-shirts
• 50% off
concessions
• Tailgating parties

SATURDAY NIGHT
An event every Saturday
night. Ideas:
• Movie nights in the
chapel
•Stand-up Comedy
•Taylor Game Show
• Open Mics

TAYLOR SAVES MONEY
OVER CHRISTMAS

SIMPLIFY
Too many emails, too
little time. Ideas:
• Lost and Found forum
• Online Calender
• Less programming

STEWARDSHIP
Money. Money. Money.
Ideas:
• Financial literacy forums
• Life skills before
graduation
• Budget advice

WISCONSIN TURMOIL
REACHES NEW HEIGHTS

UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES MORE CONSCIENTIOUS
ABOUT CONSERVING ENERGY

Protests turn violent in Wisconsin as lawmakers pass
controversial bill, democrats remain in Illinois

While students were visitmore time off.”
HILLARY MAY
ing with family, exchang- N E W S C O - E D I T O R
Crosby said there were
ing gifts and consuming
still some difficulties in
traditional holiday treats, Taylor terms of scheduling making it imposUniversity was saving money.
sible to to keep the heat down and
From Dec. 23 to Jan. 3, administra- the lights off in every building. The
tors, facility services and professors athletic facilities hosted several sportmade a conscious effort to turn off ing events during that time, which
all computers, lights and other appli- prevented gas, electric and water
ances as well as turn down the tem- savings in those buildings. Taylor’s
perature in office buildings in order Post Office was also open for two days
to conserve electricity.
during that week so people in the
According to Kevin Crosby, Tay- community could receive and send
lor’s coordinator
out mail, and the
of stewardship
library remained
and sustainability,
open for two and
the savings were
a h a l f d ay s f o r
“It boosts
a combination of
research purposes.
employee morale
extending the total
The process of
vacation time for
making this hapand helps our
employees and conpen was not easy,
institution to be a
centrated efforts
according to Crosby.
to reduce utility
“I focused on the
better steward...”
usage, resulting
utilities end of it,
i n a s av i n g s o f
including personal
$24,000. While Tayappliances,” he said.
lor always saves
“I tried to determine
money when offices
what would be
are closed, this total is in addition to worth while to turn off. For example,
what Taylor has saved in previous we had a discussion on whether it
Decembers.
would worth it to turn off all refrig“It was my job to push it forward,” erators. I also worked with the mainCrosby said. “This is the first time tenance team to see what we could do
we have really tried this hard to save. for each individual building.”
It’s something we have heard other
Turning down the heat in Taylor’s
schools have done and have been very buildings is “not as easy as turning
successful with. One school shut down down the heat in your house or aparta whole week during the fourth of ment,” he said. “Many of the buildJuly. It was just a way to save money, ings have individual thermostats and
especially on utilities and also to give
employees a perk by allowing them
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

The chaos in Wisconsin’s
minimum amount of repMANDOLYN HECOX
state capitol reached
resentatives be present,
NEWS CO-EDITOR
fever pitch yesterday,
Wisconsin government
with protests turning violent and
has been stuck in a state of limbo
Senate Republicans receiving death until Wednesday, when Republicans
threats. Windows were smashed, and altered the bill so that only a simple
thousands mobbed the statehouse as
majority was needed to pass it.
Republicans announced that they
Wisconsin isn’t the only state
would pass the controversial bill ban- receiving media attention for missing
ning collective bargaining for unions
senators and union protests. Indiana
despite the continued absence of Wis- is as well. While Indiana protests do
consin Democratic senators.
not stem from the same issue, IndiThe Wisconsin Senate
ana Democratic lawmakers
passed an altered vertook a page from the
sion of the original
playbook of Wisconsin
bill by an 18-1 vote
Democratic senators
o n We d n e s d a y
fled to Illinois last
“It’s unprecedented to
night, which sent
month as well.
have a minority party
the measure to
Trevor Kight,
t h e A s s e m b l y.
a 2008 Taylor
completely disrupt the
The Wisconsin
media communidemocractic process to
Assembly passed
cation graduate,
the Governor
currently works
this extent.”
S c o t t Wa l k e r ’s
for Gov. Daniels
Trevor Kight, ‘08 Grad
budget-focused bill
and discussed the
yesterday by a marsituation in Indiana,
gin of 53-42.
where Republicans
C o n t e n t i o n i n Wi s currently dominate the
consin began brewing over a
House 60-40.
month ago after Wisconsin Governor
“Thirty-nine of our House DemoScott Walker’s attempt at balanc- crats fled the state to Urbana, Ill.,”
ing the budget, which included the
Kight said. “They claimed to have left
removal of collective bargaining for
over a specific labor-related issue, but
unions. Wisconsin Republicans sup- then backtracked and sent out a list
ported Walker’s initiative and had the
of demands with 11 bills that they
votes to pass the bill without Demo- wanted to see changed before they’ll
cratic support, but the fourteen Demo- return. It’s unprecedented to have a
cratic senators fled the state on Feb. minority party completely disrupt the
17 before a vote was taken, halting democratic process to this extent.”
progress on the bill.
Due to quorum, which requires a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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SPB ELECTIONS CONTINUED...

“It’s a relationship that sometimes you
can’t just demand what you want,” Fowler
said. “It’s something that you have to work
with.”
Before the school year ends, Hutchison
will hire his cabinet members.
“Things start up pretty much the
moment you’re elected,” Birt said.
She also stressed the importance of a
strong cabinet.
“That’s just been such a huge part of my
TAYLOR SAVES MONEY CONTINUED...

some are even on computer systems.”
Crosby acted as a liaison between
employees who sought to keep their
offices open and the maintenance team,
who knew if there was going to be a group
of people in a particular building during
the week. None of the buildings were completely turned off due to the cold weather
conditions.
The tricky part was making sure none

involvement in TSO this year,” she said.
Hutchison has already thought about
his future cabinet members, in addition
to Kuttab’s plan to have a multi-cultural
cabinet.
“In the team for TSO, I want people who
have fun . . . I want people who are creative,
who care about this school and come from
all parts of this campus,” he said.
Fowler has worked to foster positive
relationships among the TSO officers.
“Really it’s been a great experience to see
how taking that approach has led to phe-

2

nomenal programs being put on,” he said.
Birt is enthusiastic about Hutchison
leading the student body.
“He hasn’t seen exactly how TSO’s been
run in the past, and so he brings kind of a
fresh perspective to it,” she said. “You need
that momentum and drive.”
Hutchison’s expectations are high for
next year, and his vision is clear.
“What we want to see for next year--for
the campus as a whole--is excitement.”

of the pipes froze, he said.
and he hopes that students will ask themRon Sutherland, vice president of busi- selves what they can do on a daily basis
ness and finance, applauded Crosby’s that helps Taylor become better consumers
efforts.
of energy.
“It boosts employee morale and helps
“It’s tempting for an institution like Tayour institution to be a better steward,” lor who hires someone like Kevin to say,
Sutherland said. “You end up with second- ‘Oh, that’s Kevin’s issue, and he should
ary savings that justifies the risk of taking take care of it,’” he said. “His role is to
additional time off.”
prompt us to be better consumers, and he
Sutherland believes this conscious effort guides us to do this together. He leads us
to save will have an impact on Taylor fac- into how we change.”
ulty and students for the rest of the year,

WISCONSIN CHAOS CONTINUED...
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The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias
and to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body, faculty and staff. The Echo
also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion
about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change
on our campus.
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Kight clarified that while Democrats
fled Wisconsin over public sector unions
and budget related cuts, Indiana is one of
the rare states in the black, due to Governor Mitch Daniels’ action on many of the
same issues.
“Indiana is in a great spot relative to its
neighbors because of the governor’s leadership,” Kight said.
Union protesters rallied at the Indiana Statehouse yesterday. Senior Phillip
Pinegar is a legislative intern for Daniels
this semester in Indianapolis. The growing unrest has become a daily reality for
Pinegar, who clarified that while there
are union protests in both Indiana and
Wisconsin, thankfully violence has not yet
been an issue at the Indiana Statehouse.
“The protests have been peaceful,” Pinegar said. “There has been some name
calling but nothing violent. The marching
protesters are exercising their right to be
heard.”
Pinegar explained that the contentious
issue in Wisconsin—Walker’s proposal to
bar collective bargaining for state employees—was already decided in Indiana in
2005 through executive order of Governor
Mitch Daniels on his first day in office. The
issue brewing in Indiana began over rightto-work legislation, spilling over to include
Daniel’s education reforms.

Yvette Rattray

Union supporters protest inside the Wisconsin Statehouse on Thursday. The situation grew so
unstable that state police had to temporarily shut down the capitol for several hours.

Student journalists have published The Echo weekly
since 1915, except for January term, exam week
and school holidays. The Echo is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate
Press Association.
The Echo is printed by HNE Printers in Greenfield, Ind.
The Echo offices are in the Rupp Communication
Arts Building.
Please address all letters, questions or comments to:
THE ECHO
236 W. READE AVE.
UPLAND, IN 46989-10 01

While rally organizers claimed 25,000
protesters would meet yesterday, reports
from the Statehouse and Indianastate
police put that number around 8,000,
with many protesters coming to Indiana
on buses from out of state.
“Many of the people were from out of
state—Illinois, Ohio, Missouri, Michigan—literally they bused in and bused

out,” Kight said. “Everyone has the right to
come here and be heard, they are perfectly
within their rights, but it must be said
that they represent a very small minority.
Hooisers spoke very clearly in November.
They supported a very pro-taxpayer, proreform agenda.”

(765) 998-5359
ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU
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STUDENT WRITES NEW BOOK SERIES
FRIDAY
CHA P EL - SEX A ND THE CORNFI ELD S
D RS. LI SA & MA RK MCKI NN

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

NI G HTTI ME HI KE - STEWA RD S OF CREATI ON

Beginning at the Randall Environmental Studies Center
8:15 p.m.

SATURDAY
Photo by Tim Riethmiller

SUNDAY

Amy Green started writing the first book in her series before her eighteenth birthday.

Most young writers dream of
friends rescuing their other
KARA HACKETT
publishing a book. Sophomore
friends and going through a
CONTRIBUTOR
Amy Green, a professional
series of difficulties to do that.
writing major, is publishing a series. In It was a lot of fun to write.”
January, Warner Press bought Green’s
The first book, “Search for the ScorpiChristian fantasy series for children ages on’s Jewel,” is scheduled to be released in
10-14.
July. According to Green, the book began
“At the end of J-term, I got a two-book as an eighteenth birthday present for her
contract for a children’s chapter book twin sister. She finished the second book,
series,” Green said. “It’s the story of a “Escape from Riddler’s Pass,” the summer
crippled boy who’s asked to join an elite after her eighteenth birthday.
fighting force and goes through a series
“I really like the message they have,”
of adventures to complete a quest for the Green said. “I explore a lot of the theologikingdom. Then the sequel is he and his cal questions I had when I was the age
of my target audience, like, ‘Why
does God allow
bad things to happen?’ and ‘How
can we believe in
a good God and
still come to terms
with the fact that
there’s suffering
in the world?’ At
the same time, I
got to put people
on the edges of
cliffs and blow
things up. I love it
when something
can be thoughtprovoking, actionpacked and funny
all at once.”
With the help of
fellow writers and
r e a d e r s, G r e e n
fine-tuned her
mechanics before
sending her work
to Warner Press.
“I’m a maniac

editor,” Green said. “I’ve gone through
about eight or nine drafts, so I don’t know
where the original idea came from. It’s
gone through so many changes. Something we tend not to emphasize as much
is the need for other writers. Before I
came to Taylor, I didn’t have as much of
a community of writers around me. It’s
helped so much to be able to share that
passion with other people and to have
the practical help of editing and throwing ideas off each other. It’s fun, and it’s
helpful.”
Green enjoys working with the head of
the professional writing department, Dr.
Dennis Hensley, and other students in the
program. Her book series is not her first
major publication. Near the beginning of
the school year, her drama “Happily Ever
After” was published in Plays magazine.
It’s a comedy about fairy tale creatures
meeting a yard sale.
“The power of a story—not only when
it’s written, but also when it’s performed—
is incredible,” Green said. “You see people
able to connect with the truth, especially
the truth of the Bible, in a way they
wouldn’t have been able to any other way.
Most of the time, my stories are not my
own. They’re out of the Bible. That’s why
Jesus told parables. He took something
everyone already knew and put it in a
different setting so they would realize
how true it is. We hear the same things
over and over again in Christianity: ‘God
loves us’ and ‘he’ll always forgive us.’ But
when you see a drama about it with a
different setting and different characters
from what you’re used to, it makes it more
real to you. Those are my two greatest
loves: drama and children’s books.”

VESP ERS

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL- D R. CA ROL SI SSON, P SYCHOLOG Y
D EP T.

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SYSTEMS SEMI NA R - MS. MA ND I MA XWELL

Nussbaum 122
4 - 5 p.m.

P I D AY CELEBRATI ON

Rice Lounge
6 - 9 p.m.

TUESDAY
LI T@ NI G HT -- RESCHED ULED

WEDNESDAY
LI G HTHOUSE CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

THURSDAY
FI TNESS A ND TRA I NI NG D I SCUSSI ON

Coach Andy Britton, Ohio State University
Alspaugh West
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

CONCERT TO BENEFI T CHI NA TEA M

Brave At Seat and The Colourful
IWU Student Center Commons
9 - 11:30 p.m.
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Skeptics question TOMS’ economics, consumerism
BY

C H R I S T E N

N

GA L L ,

avy-stone washed twill women’s classics. Passport olive men’s vegan classics.
Kenya stripe women’s cordones. Sand
suede men’s botas. These are just a few
of the shoes available on the spring line
for TOMS shoes inspired by Dan Eldon, one of the
youngest photojournalists for Reuters.
The mission statement of TOMS is: “With every
pair you purchase, TOMS will give a pair of new
shoes to a child in need. One for One,” according to
their website. Blake Mycoskie created TOMS shoes
in 2006 after meeting children in Argentina without
shoes. The company has flourished since, and has
given away more than one million shoes.
TOMS partners with organizations focused on
improving health and education for communities, and provides shoes in 23 different countries.
TOMS only works with giving partners interested
in multi-year commitments by regularly providing
shoes to the same children as they grow. TOMS
does not operate in communities where providing
shoes could have a negative socio-economic effect.
Junior David Ostendorf, who has gone through
three pairs of TOMS shoes, enjoys the stylish
apparel as well as the philanthropy behind the
purchase.
“I wear my TOMS all the time because I do feel
differently about them opposed to other shoes,”
Ostenddorf said. “I will admit that TOMS have
become something of a trend, but in some ways I
think it’s a good thing.”

On This Day
in History
1779- The American Congress
establishes the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.
1818- “Frankenstein” is published by
21-year-old Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.
1942- General Douglas MacArthur leaves
the Phillippines under orders from President Franklin Roosevelt.
1990- Lithuania proclaims independence
from the USSR, becoming the first Soviet
republic to do so.
1997- Former Beatles member Paul McCartney is knighted by Queen
Elizabeth II for his services to music.

WO R L D

E D I T O R

TOMS works to promote their cause through which TOMS appears to promote—has some quesuniversity and high school TOMS clubs, screenings tioning this kind of giving.
of the TOMS documentary, Style Your Sole parties,
“Why do you have to get a pair of shoes out of
and One Day Without Shoes on April 5. The idea it?” said sophomore Kristin Miller, who owns a pair
of TOMS shoes is catching on. One recent copycat of TOMS. “It can create pride in you and almost
company is Bob’s shoes, started by Sketchers. It destroy what [TOMS] is about.”
is cheaper version of TOMS with the same goal
As Miller raised these questions she compared
of giving a pair of shoes for every pair purchased.
TOMS to another shoe company in Addis Ababa,
Although TOMS gained growing support from Ethiopia, called soleRebels. This company was
the younger generation,
started in 2004 to prosome view the company
vide jobs for members of
more skeptically, conthe Zenabwork commucerned about economic
nity, most of whom were
issues in the Third
unemployed according to
World and how social
SoleRebels’ website. The
“I appreciate what they’re doing, but projustice plays out.
shoes come in sandal,
viding free products can be economically
“I appreciate what
slip-ons and lace-ups
destructive in the third world.”
they’re doing, but proand are made almost
viding free products can
entirely from products
be economically destrucfrom the local commutive in the Third World,”
nity.
said economics profesSoleRebels was
sor Dr. Hadley Mitchell.
started by young entreMitchell points out Americans are generous people, preneurs looking to use the skills of the people
but to truly help the less fortunate in Third World around them and put those skills into a sustaincountries the key is to continue to provide a way able business. Miller supports this kind of product
for communities to sustain themselves.
because it helps create jobs in underdeveloped
“We need to teach dignity by creating jobs,” he countries.
said.
“If I’m going to buy a pair of shoes, I’m going to
There are also social issues to consider. The idea buy TOMS over another pair, but I think they could
that you must get something to give something— do it better,” Miller said.

“This is kind of a stalemate back and forth,
but I think over the
longer term the regime
will prevail.”
-Director of National
Intelligence James R.
Clapper stated regarding Libya’s Colonel
Qadaffi’s military
power

Recent Revolts Revealed
BY

A N N A

M E D E A R I S ,

C O N T R I B U T O R

BAHRAIN

TUNISIA

Protesting groups in the Gulf kingdom of
Bahrain have agreed they want the royal family of Al-Khalifah to step down.
The three parties—The Haq, Wafa and Bahrain Freedom Movement—call for a Bahraini
Republic with no ruling family. The coalition
is motivated by the international charters
on human rights to freely decide their faith.
“The people want to overthrow the regime,”
said Hassan Mashaimaa, secretary general of
Haq movement, according to CNN.
Protestors initially filled the streets fighting for reform and a constitutional monarch.
Now some are calling for the removal of the
royal family.
The majority of the country’s Shiite Muslims have complained about discrimination,
unemployment and corruption. They also
accused the government of torturing human
rights activists, according to CNN.
Anti-government protesters in Bahrain
have stood their ground for nearly a month.

An interim government took control after
ousting the Tunisian president. The interim
president said parliamentary elections would
occur July 24. According to CNN, the former
governing party is dissolving.
According to Tunis Afrique Presse, Tunisia’s Interior Ministry announced Monday
that the political police and State Security
Division are disintegrating due to its unpopularity.
The revolution in Tunisia began in February when an unemployed college graduate
set himself on fire after the government took
away his only source of income—his fruit
cart.
Protests against unemployment, rising
prices, corruption and political repression
filled the streets. President Ben Ali left the
country Jan. 14.
Demonstrations in Tunisia sparked protests around North Africa and the Middle
East.

LIBYA

EGYPT

Protestors in Libya reached a screeching
stop as the government took the upper hand,
using tanks and warplanes to stop oppostion.
“What started as a revolution has become
a war,” said CNN’s Ben Wederman.
According to CNN, “The fighting intensifies as hopes dim on the negotiated end to
this civil war.”
NATO and the U.S. are considering taking
military action, and the UN is contemplating
a no-fly zone. This could be seen as declaring war on Libya, which makes the decision
risky.
Protests in Libya started in February
when demonstrators broke into and occupied
a government housing project.

Pro-democracy activists in Egypt have
faced several attacks by people, mostly
pro-Mubarak gangs, armed with machetes,
knives, Molotov cocktails and horsewhips,
according to CNN.
Several clashes have broken out in Cairo’s
streets since the Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak was forced out of office last month.
Protestors implore that Egypt’s new rulers
fulfill their promised reforms. According to
CNN, they demand civilian representation
in the government.
Many citizens have voiced complaints
about police corruption and abuses.
The old regime still has deep roots in Egypt,
but people say they will not give up.

Police arrest suspect related to
suicide bomber
Sweden- Scottish police arrested

BBC jouranlists tortured
Libya - Three BBC correspondents

Lead poisoning kills 400 children
Nigeria - The National Emergency

Car bomb kills 24
Pakistan- A car bombing killed 24

Gang members charged with
murder
Mexico - Ten members of a Mexi-

Government seeks change
Colombia - Colombia’s President

a man suspected of being related
to the suicide bombing in Sweden.
On Dec. 11, 2010, Taimour Abdulwahab al-Abdaly killed himself and
wounded two others in Stockhom.

people and wounded 132 in eastern
Pakistan Tuesday. The Taliban
claimed responsibility for the attack
and said the target was an office
of the Inter-Services Intelligence
Directorate, the main intelligence
agency in Faisalabad.

Earthquake hits China
China - A 5.8 magnitude earthquake

hit near the border of Myamar
Thursday. 24 people were killed
and more than 200 injured. The
earthquake was centered in Yingjiang.

claim they were physically and psychologically abused by the security
forces of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi
for 21 hours. The journalists said
they saw many other victims during their imprisionment.

can drug gang have been charged
with the murders of three Americans last year, one of them being
pregnant.

Love finds North Korea’s future
leader
North Korea - Couple.net found Kim

Jong-un, the future ruler of North
Korea, four potential marriage
partners. Couple.net is one of the
leading matchingmaking agencies
in South Korea.

Managment Agency said Monday
that lead poisioning has killed 400
children in Northern Nigeria since
November. The lead poisoning is
related to illegal gold mining in the
area.

Juan Manuel Santos seeks to
improve forgein policy as well as
reduce Colombia’s alarming income
inequality.
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SB2K11: CHOICES
B R E AC H I N G
B U B B L E

JACK GALBRAITH
LIFE & TIMES CO-EDITOR

SORRY, CHARLIE
Had enough of Sheen? Tired of
all the winning? In an attempt
to blot out the media’s favorite tigerblood-fueled warlock,
Charlie Sheen anti-fans have
created a Firefox and Chrome
plug-in called “Tinted Sheen”
that can conceal Sheen’s name
and picture from your browser.

As Taylor students, we put a lot of preparation into
spring break. Beer kegs are ordered months in advance,
beads and feathered masks are meticulously handstained and Mardi Gras jello-molds are earnestly
sought after. We understand every subtle nuance of
this yearly conglomeration of sun and alcohol. We
perfect our Jersey Shore lingo and continue a daily
tanning salon ritual in anticipation of the constant
admiration they will ensure.
For most, the year leading up to spring break is
simply getting ready for a week of conglomerated
mayhem-fueled, alcohol-infused behavior. We do this
knowing good preparation allows us to mentally and
physically enjoy the fruits of our labor, be it vague,
unstructured alibis to policemen or the dizzying limbo
and rationed stupor portioned from fuzzy memories
(possibly involving drunk camels and most of the Latin
Kings).
Spring break, at its basest and most foundational,
is meant to be memorable from the bits and pieces
we recall afterward. It should therefore be carefully
planned. Luckily, being unusually creative students,
flashing heavily Photoshopped IDs and rambling in
an innocent Christian air allows us to keep going year
after year.
No. Obviously none of the preceding (hopefully) are
ways our spring breaks should look. Taylor is special in
that regard. More often than not, we are going out as

sent ones to work and serve. The cultivation toward a
servant-stereotype is one in which we are very mindful
and dutifully focused.
For the most part we understand even though we are
a part of an institution that is academically -focused,
it is not the only reason we are here. Part of accepting
into the community of Upland means being mindful
and engaged within it but also outside it. How often do
we say “This is an opportunity to do something special,
something significant” and then, either by apathy or
indifference, choose not to do it?
The opportunity is present, but because of our own
fears we move back to what we know and what is the
most comfortable decision.
Spring break mission trips force people out of these
comfort zones, spreading people spread to all corners
of the earth, from Poland to Haiti. Students will be
working with children in Russia and doing the same
in Indianapolis. Volleyball players will be prayed over
in Daytona, Fla. while organized classes in Dearborn,
Mich. help reach the Arab Muslim community. Is this
not incredible to think of? Is this not incredible to be
a part of, even through financial support or in prayer?
I’m not trying make those not involved in spring
break mission trips feel bad about their break.
Whether you’re traveling to Florida or heading back
home to see your family (and possibly doing a lot of
cleaning), you can be used in any context. Jesus Christ,
who has the ability to raise the dead, lives within us.
By his power opportunities arise and opportunities
are gathered, transcending our situations, abilities
and circumstances.

CHECK IT OUT:
STEPDAD CONCERT!

For Your
Health
YVETTE RATTRAY

BRENT CLOUSE
LIFE & TIMES
CO-EDITOR

CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

UP, UP AND AWAY
National Geographic teamed up
with engineers and world-class
balloon pilots to create a real-life
version of the house from the
Pixar’s animated film “Up.” Three
hundred colored, weather balloons
lifted the experimental aircraft
from a private airfield east of Los
Angeles and reached an altitude
of more than 10,000 feet. The
one-hour flight set a new world
record for the largest balloon
cluster flight ever attempted.

HODSON COLLISIONS

SPRNG BREAK TAYLOR STYLE

th e

Spring break is one week away and, for some reason,
the students with a quick-fix mindset have just committed to eating and exercising right with the hope
of dramatically shedding those few pounds before a
week at the beach.
I am the barer of bad news to anyone who thinks
this one-week, calorie-reduction plan will be successful. This method of achieving a healthier you is short,
temporary and cheap. There is no shortcut to good
health. It takes time, discipline and a nutritional diet.
Taylor has worked with Creative Dining services,
a hospitality service provider, for over 18 years. The
organization provides nutritional information on posters that change quarterly and educate the Taylor community on choosing a healthier lifestyle.

I hope that as we go where we are led, we think
literally about the life and times of ourselves. Understanding our placement both in history and our place
on this earth deserves some deep thinking, because it
encompasses the responsibility we have as Christians
who are living in this world.
As immortals, it is easy to forget we are such. It is
even easier to forget the idea that all those around us
are either immortals or have quite the potential to be
included in the circle of immortals. That’s a strange
thought, isn’t it? How much more humble and true

TAYLOR ITSELF IS SPECIAL IN
THAT REGARD SINCE MORE
OFTEN THAN NOT, WE ARE
GOING OUT AS SENT ONES TO
WORK AND SERVE.

would we be with those around us if we remembered
they will live eternally.
Let us go out, beyond break itself, mindful of the
duty and blessing we have chosen. Let us become the
sent ones in whatever form that title takes.

Wednesday night saw the student union in rare form.
Amid the glow sticks, duct tape and a garbage masquerade motif, electro pop trio Stepdad provided Taylor’s campus with an IFC concert that, according to one
witness, “was better than Bon Iver.”
Stepdad hails from Grand Rapids, Mich. and includes
band members Ryan McCarthy, Alex Fives and Ultramark. Within nearly a year of their debut EP, the band
is well on their way to finishing their first full-length
album at the end of March.

I

used to have a conspiracy
theory that the air in the
Dining Commons was polRONNIE WILLMARTH
luted. It wasn’t because of a
CONTRIBUTOR
specific smell, like the odor
of a freshly sauteed animal carcass that draws a crowd of football players to the specialty line.
It seemed there was a chemical in the air that when inhaled, had
the same effect on your brain as drinking Elmer’s glue.
My motivation behind this theory is that every time I am in
the DC, I nearly collide with a minimum of 10 people per meal.
It should be easy to avoid these situations, but we freeze up
when someone enters our sightline and you realize, after taking
quick measurements of distance and velocity, that unless one
of you moves, you are going to crash into each other.
You make an initial move to avoid them, but they go the
same way. Simultaneously, you make eye contact, but your
reaction time is slower than that of a Brazilian three-toed sloth.
You should probably stop or at least slow down and see what
they are going to go next, but for no sensible reason you both
continue advancing forward until you are face to face; inhaling
each other’s foodie breath. You can see down their throats. Taking an emergency stutter-step at the last second, you narrowly
brush by them and then shuffle off in shame.
Last year I was shopping on Black Friday in a crowd of 1,000
people and only crashed into one or two of them. But in the
DC it happens at every meal! Why? Is someone secretly mixing
chloroform into the hand sanitizer? I don’t think so, but I’ll
keep that in mind.

the walkers: after careful observation, I’ve found that in addition to zooming around the pathways, they also hang around
the DC hotspots.
The most common type of walkers are the ones assigned to
the main lines. These Main Line Walkers come down the stairs

About Western

The Dining Commons is known for
bringing the heat when it comes to
dessert. From the coveted peanut
butter bars to the pie oasis at Sunday brunch, the DC gives you what
you need to finish off your meal. The expansive selection of ice cream
is no exception. Here they are, the top 10 ice cream flavors at the DC:
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Mint Chocolate Chip - Mint and chocolate chips make a classic

couple. It is amazing how minty and sweet got together and
created a unique taste sensation.

Cake Batter - Students have been known to find huge chunks

of chocolate hidden deep within a carton of cake batter. The
sweet ice cream around the chocolate tastes great, but the
vivid yellow color keeps this favorite from moving up the list.

Sonic Blue - Blue moon’s evil twin is simple but surprisingly

satisfying. The deep blue color and absence of any fillings
draws many who are seeking a smooth ice cream eating experience to sonic blue.

WI GETS WILD
In the Wisconsin Assembly this
week, protesters packed the
hallways as lawmakers
attempted to strip all collective
bargaining rights from the states’
public workers. Thousands of
protesters demonstrated against
the bill that is considered one of
the biggest blows to union rights
in years.

BY

B R E N T

C O U S E

Admissions

Student Resources

Library

Support Western

Scooperman - Scooperman doesn’t suffer from any weakness
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4
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to Kryponite, but rather sees his demise every time he hits the
ice cream bar. The triple color attack of red, blue and yellow
combines to create a symphony of flavor unlike anything this
side of Krypton.

Cookies and Cream - While controversy swirls around who

exactly invented cookies and cream, there’s no doubt cookies swirled around in sweet cream ice cream is absolutely
delicious.

Strawberry Cheesecake- The combination of cool strawberry
jelly laden throughout cheesecake flavored ice cream has
become a favorite of students since the day it hit the DC. The
unbelievable smooth composition of this ice cream makes
eating it unique multi-sense experience.
Deer Tracks - Vanilla ice cream littered with fudge and peanut

butter cups makes up this Taylor favorite. While a moose
might leave bigger tracks, a deer’s tracks are just as delicious.

Death by Chocolate - While no has been recorded as dying from

this deadly dessert, death by chocolate is still a killer choice
for many students. Living up to its name, this flavor features
rich chocolate ice cream filled with chocolate covered nuts.

Peanut Butter Cup - Similar to deer tracks, peanut butter cup

2

puts an added emphasis on the Aztec invention by featuring
peanut butter flavored ice cream. Peanut butter cups are
sprinkled like landmines throughout this cherished dessert,
ready to explode with flavor once discovered.

Birthday Cake - It doesn’t have to be your birthday to enjoy

1

a scoop of birthday cake ice cream. While the sweet vanilla
ice cream and sugary sprinkles are certainly a necessity,
the smooth, creamy and mysterious blue icing is what puts
birthday cake on the throne as king of them all. Literally, it
puts the icing on the cake.

Become.
Western Theological Seminary
is a place of becoming. At
Western, you’ll find professors
who are at the top of their
field, students who are
pressing into their vocations,
and a staff intent on helping
each student explore the call
that God has placed on his
or her life.

101 East 13th Street • Holland , Michigan 49423-3622 • www.westernsem.edu • 800•392•8554
Hope5.93x6AdGen.indd 1
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DC Series: The Chair Shortage Crisis
Etiquette for taking chairs: Cannot take the last chair from
a person sitting at a table alone. That chair is his or her only
friend

DANIEL MORRIL
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Five billboards in the Indianapolis
area are causing quite a few
double-takes among drivers. A
non-profit church is advertising its website myemptysexlife.
com, which preaches the positive
aspects of a healthy sex life
within marriage. Despite some
controversy, the pastor of the
church was quoted saying: “Hollywood is speaking it. The Super
Bowl is talking about it, so the
church should be talking about it.”

Taking an emergency
stutter-step at the last
second, you narrowly
brush by them and then
shuffle off in shame.

and grab a plate just like you and me, but when it’s their turn
at the buffet, they take the same amount of time and care as
an open-heart surgery when scooping their food. Let’s say a
Main Line Walker wants to take eight green beans. Instead of
taking around eight beans in one scoop like a normal person,
they choose to take four scoops with two beans in each scoop. If
they accidentally scoop three beans they proceed to shake the
serving spoon until one or all three of the beans fall off, and
then attempt another two-bean scoop. They take so long that
the line backs up and creates more opportunities for people to
run into each other. The second type of walker is the one who
clogs up the space by the silverware, apparently searching for
the perfect knife to cut his ravioli with. The Salad Bar Walkers
are possibly the most harmful of all. They constantly circle the
salad bar and are the ones responsible for spilling the ranch
dressing all over the container.
If my theory is true, and Taylor really does hire these walkers, I’m not going to stop them. I imagine it pays a good salary,
and it sure beats working the front desk. The next time you
almost run into somebody in the DC, remember he’s just an
innocent walker doing his job. Say “excuse me,” slip a dollar in
his pocket, and be on your way. If we all give them dollars then
they can quit their jobs as walkers, and it will be a lot easier
to get our green beans.

SPORTS CO-EDITOR
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This month, students are encouraged to look at
produce isles and food bars differently. Whether it’s
filling a bowl with a mixture of fruit or covering a
small plate with an assortment of veggies, the goal is
to “eat right with color,” this year’s National Nutrition
Month theme.
Students can learn the necessary steps in creating
a balanced plate and achieve a nutritional well-being
with Creative Dining’s director of wellness and sustainablility Jennifer Hinkle, Tuesday, March 15 in
the Grille.
Hinkle, counselor to the DC and Grille staff, travels to Taylor every other Tuesday to counsel athletes,
students with eating disorders or health allergies and
others free of service.
“Nutrition is a great preventative medicine,” Hinkle
shared.
On Tuesday, Hinkle will focus on customer’s feedbacks to encourage different food options in the Grille.
She also hopes to provide students with the proper
knowledge behind choosing nutritious foods for a
healthier, balanced meal.
“People need to consider the scope of the whole day,”
Hinkle said. “You don’t need to have all your nutrition
in one meal . . . there are other meals in the day.

TYPES OF WALKERS IN THE DC

Here is my current theory: Taylor hires students to be “walkers”
whose job it is to wander around the DC and get in your way! It
makes sense, right? Students need money, but there are only
so many real jobs on campus that they’ve got to make up new
ones. Pretty soon kids will get paid for ridiculous things like
being popular and striding around campus backward. Back to

DC ICE CREAM TOP 10
10

Whether it’s filling a bowl with a mixture
of fruit or covering a small plate with an
assortment of veggies, the goal is to “eat
right with color,” this year’s National
Nutrition Month theme.

I-65 GETS SCANDALOUS
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Lady Gaga’s Pulpit
“Let me tell you all: Jesus loves
you, and no matter what he will
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
always love you!”
Not the words you would expect
to hear from Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, also known as
the world-renowned Lady Gaga.
Yes, the infamous Lady Gaga preached this message throughout

TIM RIETHMILLER

her concert Monday in Chicago, Ill. As a fan, I felt the need to see
one of her legendary concerts and I can confidentally say the show
lived up to its rumors. I have never seen so many fish-net leggings,
three-inch eyelashes and outlandish wigs.
Overall, I was most struck by the sermons she gave between
songs. The notoriously vocal Gaga talked about how Jesus loves
each and every person in the crowd, and no one can tell them
otherwise.
With her fans’ attention and a commanding tone, Lady Gaga delivered
an awesome
statement:
“Jesus saves.”
The crowd
errupted in
applause.
Let’s
shine some
light on
what she
was saying.
Almost half
the people
in the audience were
openly
identified
as homosexuals. The other half were
girls and heterosexual couples. Her
sermon was aimed more toward the
homosexuals. As a gay rights activist, she didn’t have any reservations
speaking her mind. This made understanding the message she was trying
to get across a lot easier.
Gaga spoke about how the Jesus she
knows does not hate nor discriminate

like others say he does. She said Jesus died for everyone and
not for the select individuals who claim him for their own. Then,
Gaga said something that reached down into my heart and just
pulverized it.
“Others will try to tell you that you’re not worth it and you’re
not good enough for him, but I’m here to tell you they’re wrong,
you’re all his children,” Gaga said.
She then ended the concert with her newest song, “Born This
Way.”
Following that last song, I understood a few things. First,
although she may not have the right idea
of how to live a Christian lifestyle, she
knows that it’s Jesus who saves. Second,
her lesson showed how the Christians
she knows hate homosexuals.
Although many Christians struggle
loving homosexuals, I realized as a
Christ-follower, I have no right to condemn homosexuals. It is not our place
and, quite frankly, not how we should
be seen. It hurts me to hear Lady Gaga,
an undoubtably influencial figure with
such a presence in our society, say that
Christians hate.
It’s in our doctrine to love everyone,
whatever their sexual orientation, race
or religion. Just as lying, stealing and
lusting are sins, so is homosexuality, and in God’s eyes, every sin
is equal. And every sin—no matter how large—can be forgiven and
swallowed in God’s infinite ocean of grace. Just as God forgives
those who turn from their sinful ways, so should we.
God offers salvation to even the most wicked. 1 John 1:7 tells
us “The blood of Jesus purifies us from every sin.” God forgives
everyone. He did not put this on Earth to condemn, but instead to
show the light of Christ. If some of the most influential people of
today cannot see that, then we are failing as Christians.
I want to hear a public figure say Christians love.

Photo Illustration by Jacob Fulton

The notoriously vocal Gaga
talked about how Jesus
loves each and every person
in the crowd and no one
can tell them otherwise.

Envision Retrospect
Combine the senior vice that sponsors uplifting films and puts on the
president of American Heartland Film Festival—spoke on distribuMovie Classics (AMC), the tion trends in the movie industry as well as
president of a major non- the importance of the storyline in film.
profit movie institute, an up-and-coming movie
Taylor students helped organize the festiproducer and a jam-packed day of workshops val. Senior Kelsey Getzin, a media production
and films.
major, saw big dividends from that work.
Sound like something out of Sundance?
“During the days leading up to the festival
This lineup was present at Taylor’s Envision and the festival itself, God once again reafFiml Festival last Friday.
firmed to me that he is in control and will take
March 4 marked the 14th film-festival-style care of everything in time,” Getzin said. “I also
celebration of Taylor University filmmaking learned that volunteers are vital to any event
with workshops and a screening of works by like this, and I am so grateful for all the people
Taylor (and high school) students.
that helped us with the event.”
“I think the festival overall demonstrates
The event kicked off the night of Thursday,
our passion for sending Christians into the March 4, with the screening of two films with
entertainment industry,” said Kathy Bruner, connections to Taylor alumni, including “The
assistant professor of
Butterfly Circus,” a film
media communication.
which Alvarez produced.
“We want our students
Friday was filled with
to be as informed and
workshops
and presenta“Relaunch” . . . stole the show,
as aware as they can be
tions beginning at 9 a.m.
winning the School of Liberal
of what they’re getting
The day ended with
themselves into if that’s
the
7 p.m. screening of
Arts Award, Best Picture and
what they choose to purTaylor students’ films
Audience Choice Award.
sue.”
and awards session.
Three guests who led
Saturday, the final day
Kelsey Getzin and Kelsey Schwartz tout their trophies for Best Picture
the day’s workshops were
of the festival, featured
and Audience Choice, won for their film “Relaunch.”
the highlight of the event.
events geared toward
Tom Halleen, senior vice president of pro- high school students, with tours and a screen- Taylor student Kelsey Schwartz, as well as
Philosophy professor Vinnie Manganello
gramming and acquisitions at AMC and a Tay- ing of high school students’ films.
now-alumni Eric Riggs and Alex Martin.
started the festival in 1998. It was originally
lor graduate, spoke on issues like how to be a
An array of awards were handed out during
“It was a great blessing to have our film rec- set up to show videos made by Taylor students
Christian in the entertainment industry and the Friday session including Best Editing, Best ognized by the festival,” Schwartz said. “The and provide entertainment for the campus.
the setup of the television industry.
Cinematography and Best Special Effects.
awards belong to our whole cast and crew.
Taylor’s media communication department
Angie Alvarez, a ‘97 Taylor graduate and
“Relaunch,” a film about a small-town manu- ‘Relaunch’ was a large group effort and it is an ran the festival for the first time in 2008, givproducer of a host of film projects, talked about facturing plant’s role in a NASA space mission, honor to have that effort awarded.”
ing it its current name and format.
surviving in Hollywood and producing inde- stole the show, winning the School of Liberal
While films like “Relaunch” helped continue
Thanks to envisionfilmfestival.com and taypendent films.
Arts Award, Best Picture and the Audience the Taylor film festival tradition, Envision as lor.edu for contributing to this story.
Jeffrey Sparks, president of Heartland Truly Choice Award.
it is known today has come a long way from
Moving Pictures—a non-profit organization
“Relaunch” was made by Getzin and fellow its origin.

JON STROSHINE
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Review: Radiohead

Image provided by beniceartfriends.com

Many people
previous record
BRIAN HANSEN
know new music
“In Rainbows,”
CONTRIBUTOR
is released every
“The King of
T u e s d a y. T h e
Limbs” has
well-known
no overdriven
Oxford gents in Radiohead guitars or sense of rock at all.
broke the mold and released This eight-song album is an
their eighth studio album, eerie compilation of rhythms,
“The King of Limbs,” on Fri- minimal arrangements and
day, Feb. 18. Unlike the songs haunting melodies that only
“Bodysnatchers” or “Jigsaw lead singer Thom Yorke can
Falling Into Place” from their pull off.

The album opens with the placed on Coldplay’s debut
track “Bloom,” a collage of album, “Parachutes.” The
syncopated loops, sounds and song’s bridge boasts warm,
rhythms that reveals a slight royal horns that would make
jazz influence with a shuffling the queen proud to say that
beat and constantly-moving these chaps are from The
bass line. Yorke chimes in Motherland.
with his signature spaced-out,
“Give Up The Ghost” starts
melodic moaning and mum- of with Yorke softly singing,
bling. Cinematic strings enter “Don’t haunt me / Don’t hurt
the song’s musical interlude me” which loops throughout
and stand out as strangely the majority of the song. As
beautiful in the chaotic revel the acoustic song progresses,
of sound that is “Bloom.”
the vocals continue to layer
“ M o r n i n g M r. M a g p i e ” and stack upon each other.
wastes no time with ambi- Near the end, as Yorke repeats,
ent intros. The song jumps “in your arms,” you start to feel
into a quick rhythmic guitar a Sigur Rós vibe to the song.
and drums groove that carI have a hard time saying
ries throughout most of its that buying this eighit-song,
4:41 entirety. The song takes 37-minute record for $9 is
a brief intermission from the worth it. If that wasn’t enough,
rhythms and draws you in there aren’t many melodies
with a pulse-like pace, Yorke’s you can walk away singing
wooing falsetto and quick after listening to the album.
breathing only to go right
But as most Radiohead
back into the main groove to records do, “The King of Limbs”
finish out the tune.
holds its value in the brilliant
The second half of the and unique musical arrangerecord cradles the albums best ments which proves that this
songs. The tracks “Codex” and avant-garde band can’t be con“Give Up The Ghost” stand fined to a genre. The album
above the rest. With Yorke’s as a whole is cohesive and a
melodies and a simple, almost great collection of songs to
pop piano progression, “Codex” listen straight through.
sounds like it could have been

LOCAL EVENTS
Tomorrow the Embassy Theatre will host the Fort Wayne
Philharmonic. The program opens with a dramatic curtain-raiser
from Beethoven. Then Israeili cellist Amit Peled will present an
evocative Celo concerto from Russian composer Myaskovsky. The
night will end with Symphony No. 1 from Brahms. The evening
begins at 8 p.m., and tickets start at $18.
For more information, visit www.fwembassytheatre.org

The Arena Dinner Theatre opens the comedy “Any Wednesday”
this weekend. The play tells the story of the president of a large
corporation who is using an executive suite to hide his mistress.
When a young man accidentally enters the room, the mistress is
happy to converse with the handsome young man. However, when
the wife of the businessman stumbles into the room, the playful
pretence begins. Tickets start at $35.
For more information, visit www.arenadinnertheatre.org

“Late Nite Catechism” is an uproariously funny play featuring
the irrepressible Sister teaching a roomful of “students.” Audience members may find themselves being rewarded with prizes
. . . or possibly punished on stage in a corner. The show opens
next Friday at the Honeywell Center, with tickets starting at $12.
For more information, visit www.honeywellcenter.org
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LEAVE IT TO BIEBER
K Y L A

M A R T I N ,

S TA F F

W R I T E R

L

ice isn’t the only affliction sweeping the
Taylor campus this year—Bieber Fever
has streamed from the radio, flowed into
students’ iPods and encompassed their
hearts.
Bieber Fever can be defined as obsessing over a small child superstar, Justin Bieber. Symptoms include, but are
not limited to, obnoxiously belting out
Bieber lyrics at random, contemplating
purchasing one of his recently-trimmed
blond locks and regularly using Bieberisms in conversations.
With the recent release of Justin Bieber’s 3D
movie, “Justin Bieber: Never Say Never,” this fever
best of fathers, placed the first man in paradise so that he would work.”
has infected millions more across the globe. According to thestar.com, Work was a punishment to man in Eden, not a blessing, making this
“Justin Bieber: Never Say Never” is the third highest grossing documen- statement completely false.
tary of all time. Depending on how long it remains in theaters, Bieber
Also, the devotional book is just poorly written, but this is good news
could snag the number-two spot, beating out the equally-cute birds in for you. This is one less outlet from which to catch the Bieber Fever.
“March of the Penguins.”
Bieber merchandise lines our stores and internet sites—from Justin
Paramount Pictures is squeezing every last cent out of Bieber’s movie Bieber underwear to Justin Bieber trading cards—his name and face
and taking full advantage of the Bieber Fever
can be found on almost anything.
epidemic.
How can we stop the spread of this illness?
“Never Say Never...For Nothing is Impossible for
Bieber is but a baby, yet his influence cannot be
God” is a discussion guide corresponding with the
denied. If you know you are currently a Bieber
movie. The introduction was written by Bieber’s
Fever sufferer, following a few steps can find you
How can we stop the spread
mom, Pattie Mallette, and the rest is authored by
complete freedom.
of this illness? Bieber is but
a ghost writer.
First and foremost, you must no longer listen
Churches are using the movie and discussion
to Bieber’s music. I know, he was like baby, baby,
a baby, yet his influence
guide for ministry purposes, infecting even the
baby, he promised you’d be the one less lonely
cannot be denied.
Christian community with Bieber Fever. The guide
girl, and you just need somebody to love, but this
touches on discernment, the power of prayer, the
relationship is simply unhealthy.
importance of Godly friendships and perseverance.
Secondly, stop using your time to gaze at his
While these are all honorable topics, the book is
blond tresses; they are much shorter now. His
not full of God’s truth. It is simply a money-makchocolate eyes may be tasty, but please don’t be
ing scheme by Paramount.
like Selena Gomez. He’s a child. Just accept it.
The perseverance section tries to prove the importance of Bieber’s
Finally, turn off the radio, shut off the TV, and avoid any situation
career: “Work is man’s original vocation. It is a blessing from God, and in which you might encounter someone with the Bieber Fever—it is
those who consider it a punishment are mistaken. The Lord, who is the extremely contagious.

THE QUESTION OF HELL

T

here are four major
substitutionary atonement.
MARK DUNGAN
lanes in the misA blogger named
CONTRIBUTOR
sional church today.
Scott got the book a
These lanes include
couple of weeks ago, and,
the missional evangelicals, mis- after seeing the uproar over Bell’s video,
sional house church evangelicals, missional read it and realized the book does in fact
reformed evangelicals and emergent liber- teach what the video insinuates. I quote
als. Rob Bell is the first person that comes to Bell from the book: “Hell is a real place, but
mind when I think of the emergent liberals. God’s love will prevail for every person and
The emergent liberal leaders range all they will be restored.” This is a stance held
across the board in their theological beliefs. by a lot of emergent liberal leaders. Does
Some are close to orthodoxy, while others go the Bible support a temporary hell? Will
so far as to critique evangelical doctrines everyone be saved in the end after a certain
such as the Bible’s divine authority, the amount of time?
deity of Jesus Christ and the exclusivity
Jesus teaches that all the angels and
of Jesus for salvation. Although I disagree humans who reject God will experience
with a lot of what most emergent leaders “eternal fire and punishment (Matthew
teach, I have stayed neu25:41,46),” and those who
tral on my opinion of Bell.
give into sin will be in
I disagree with some of his
danger of the “fire of hell
[ROB BELL] IS
theology, but nothing he said
( M a t t h e w 5 : 2 2 ; 1 8 : 8 - 9 ) .”
PUTTING HIS
had me lying in bed at night
“Gehenna” is a word that
worrying for the people that
Jesus uses for hell, which
CARDS ON
were attending his church,
is a valley full of garbage
THE TABLE FOR
downloading his podcasts
that is burned daily and
and reading his books. But
contains the corpses of
ALL TO SEE.
there was always something
those whose family couldn’t
UNFORTUabout him that made me
bury them. In Mark 9:43,
NATELY, THEY
nervous.
Jesus talks about a person
After watching Rob Bell’s
going to Gehenna (hell),
READ “UNItrailer for his new book,
where, “their worm does
VERSALIST.”
“Love Wins,” I believe he has
not die, and the fire is not
finally gone too far. In the
q u e n c h e d .” T h e w o r m s
video, which you can find on
Jesus is referring to are
YouTube, Bell questions how you inherit maggots. Maggots need flesh in order to
eternal life and how a loving God could ever survive, but when all the flesh is consumed,
sentence people to hell. In short, like a lot of the maggots die. So what Jesus is saying
emergent liberal leaders, Bell denies God’s is that the spiritual decomposition of hell
wrath. He questions how God could be a god never ends. That is why “their worm does
of love if billions of people are going to hell. not die,” because the maggots always have
The overall message of the video seems to be something to feed off.
that this is not just optimism about the fate
I appreciate that Rob Bell isn’t hiding
of those who haven’t heard the Good News, what he truly believes. He is putting his
but full-blown, hell-is-empty, everyone-goes- cards on the table for all to see. Unfortuto-heaven universalism.
nately, they read “Universalist.” UniverI know a lot of people at Taylor have salism is popping up more and more in
enjoyed Bell’s teaching and are wondering church settings, and Christians should be
why I and others are giving him such a hard well read on the issue so they know what
time. I know he doesn’t come out and say he the Bible truly says concerning Universalis a Universalist, but he implies it. Bell is ism. As John Piper once said, “Bad theology
an excellent communicator. Don’t think he dishonors God and hurts people. Churches
doesn’t know what he is doing. The force that sever the root of truth may flourish for
behind his video is to undermine and ques- a season, but they will wither eventually
tion the reality of eternal conscious punish- or turn into something besides a Christian
ment along with the wrath of God and penal church.”

Bieberisms
Belieber:
A Justin Bieber fan.
Bieber cut:

Illustrated by: Eric Walton

BY

The name given to Justin Bieber’s
signature hairstyle.

Biebergasted:
When a Belieber cries at the sight of
Justin Bieber.
Bieberlicious:
Another word for describing something which is hot.
Biebernator:

A nickname given to Justin by his
Beliebers, describing his greatness.

Biebery:

Something reminiscent of Justin
Bieber.

Biebertastic:

A way of describing something which
is amazing and totally Biebery.

Holy Bieber!

A phrase used by many excited Bieber
fans. Also, see OMB.

OMB

“Oh my Bieber!”

APOCALYPSE NOW
I

t’s easy to understand why
apocalypse we’re bringing on ourKARA HACKETT
people have misconceptions
selves as Christians is simply frightCONTRIBUTOR
about the Christian faith.
ening. Our actions may not bring
Across the nation, radical
about the end of the world, but they
groups broadcast sinister messages and tell the world about our character—and more
inaccurate information about the nature of importantly, the character of Christ. When we
God and the Bible. “God Hates America” and call ourselves Christians, we take the responsi“Thank God for Dead Soldiers” were only two of bility to represent God not only with our words,
many hateful signs displayed by fundamental- but also with our daily actions.
ist members of the Westboro Baptist Church as
When we see fellow believers acting contrary
they protested at funerals near the beginning to the character of Christ, it should upset us. It
of March. Now groups of Christians are travel- upset Christ. In Matthew 23, he criticized the
ing the nation in caravans of RVs, claiming the Pharisees for misinterpreting Scripture. He
world is predestined to end on May 21, 2011. said their actions testified against themselves.
Their slogan: “The Bible guarantees it!”
He said they were hypocrites. He said they
From California to New Jersey, these Chris- were blind. He said they were defining truth
tians have left families and friends to proclaim in all the wrong ways.
what they call “infallible
I attended a large pubproofs” in Scripture that
lic high school, and at the
the end of the world is near.
beginning of my senior year,
Our actions may not bring
Supported by a Christian
my English teacher, (Tayabout the end of the world,
broadcasting ministry called
lor alumnus) Steve Clough,
Family Radio, they believe
required all of his students
but they tell the world about
they are God’s ambassadors
to tell him their definition
our character—and more
assigned to warn mankind of
of “truth.” Some students
importantly, the character
impending judgment.
said they didn’t know what
of Christ.
According to Lorenzo
the truth was, which didn’t
D i To m m a s o, a p o c a l y p t i c
surprise me, but the majority
expert and professor of relisaid something that caught
gion at Concordia University,
me off guard. They described
their mission is nothing new.
the truth with words like
The “general apocalyptic worldview” has been “scary,” “unfortunate,” and “depressing.” They
around for centuries, posing end times pre- said they didn’t know what it was, and they
dictions like those of the Mayan Long Count didn’t want to know.
calendar. In DiTommaso’s book, The ArchitecLast week, philosopher Alvin Plantinga
ture of Apocalypticism, he calls the apocalyptic shared his ideas about truth. He cited John
worldview “a simplistic response to complex 18:38, in which Pilate asks Christ, “What
problems” that attempts to comfort people by is truth?” Plantinga pointed out something
offering a “comprehensive answer” to a difficult critical about this passage: Pilate begs the
question.
question, yet he doesn’t wait for a response.
Nevertheless, apocalyptic believers are avid Instead he releases Barabbas to raging rabble
about their predictions. Family Radio’s Har- and condemns Christ to the cross. I’m not an
old Camping said, “I know it’s absolutely true expert philosopher, but if you ask me, Pilate
because the Bible is always absolutely true.” didn’t wait because he didn’t want to know. He
Perhaps Camping didn’t read Matthew 24: 36, wanted an easy answer—a simplistic response
in which Christ describes the end times, say- to a complex problem—even though he knew
ing, “But about that day or hour no one knows, it would be wrong.
not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but
Perhaps the truth is scary because it cannot
only the Father.”
be easily explained. Like the end of the world,
In response to the predictions, DiTommaso we may never know exactly how to quantify
says, “Unless the apocalypse we’re bringing it, and when we try, we end up confining God
on ourselves happens first, it’s not going to to the extent of our understanding. The most
happen.”
humbling realization is that there are things
The apocalypse described in the Bible is about our lives we may never fully comprefrightening and wonderful all at once. The hend. That’s where faith comes in.

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
E-mail Emily_Luttrull@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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BASEBALL FALLS AT DIVISION I BUTLER
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IN BRIEF

Junior Ryne Otis slides safely into home plate during Tuesday’s loss to Butler. Otis went 3-5 in the game an added an RBI.

Taylor’s baseball team fell to 2-5
when Butler turned a double play
DANIEL MORRILL
Tuesday after a 16-5 loss to Butout of a groundball by junior
SPORTS CO-EDITOR
ler, who improved to 4-4 on the
Michael Nassar, stranding two
year. Taylor trailed 9-5 before the Bulldogs’ Trojan base runners. Taylor left eight men
offense erupted for seven runs in the bottom on base through the first five innings.
of the eighth.
Butler took the lead back for good in the
“We left some guys on base in big spots,” bottom of the frame, stringing together four
said head coach Kyle Gould. “They had a hits en route to three more runs, bringing the
lead, but it was certainly manageable, and score to 6-3.
we were in the game. But then we made some
“Our pitchers were falling behind [in the
mistakes late.”
count], so they were getting good pitches to
The meeting between Taylor and Butler hit, and they didn’t miss,” Gould said. “When
was the third in the past four years and our pitchers stayed ahead in the count, we did
will be the Trojans’ only match up against pretty good. When they fell behind, we made
a division-one opponent this season. Before life pretty easy for them.”
Tuesday, Taylor won the previous two games
After an Otis home run chased Butler
against Butler in 2008 and 2009.
starter sophomore Kyle Kramp in the top of
The Trojans began scoring in the top of the the fourth, Butler tacked on three more runs
first when sophomore Taylor Luna slapped an by landing four consecutive hits, and taking
0-2 into left field for a single, scoring junior advantage of two walks.
Ryne Otis. Butler answered right back in
Taylor scored its final run of the game in
the bottom of the first on a two-out, two-run the sixth inning when Nielson homered to
homer by senior Michael Letzter off Trojan left on a 2-2 pitch, pulling the Trojans within
starter sophomore Craig Martin.
four runs at 9-5. Butler’s senior relief pitcher,
The Bulldogs added another run in the bot- Dom Silvestri, kept Taylor from getting any
tom of the second, but Taylor answered back closer, holding the Trojans to just one hit in
with a run in the top of the third when Otis the seventh, eighth and ninth innings to pick
scored on junior Ian Nielsen’s single up the up his first save of the season.
middle. Nielsen then scored on a throwing
“We’ve seen some great pitching early on,”
error, tying the game at 3-3. The inning ended Gould said. “About as good of pitching as

we’ve ever seen this early in the year.”
The Bulldogs broke the game open in the
bottom of the eighth, scoring seven runs on
five hits while taking advantage of two Taylor
errors to seal the 16-5 victory. After winning
their first two games of the season, the Trojans loss to Butler marked their fifth straight
defeat.
“We need to pitch better, and we need some
guys to come around offensively,” Gould said.
“But they’ll get there. They have a track
record of success. We’re starting to play better defensively. I think we’re getting there on
that side, but we really need to play better all
the way around.”
The final four batters in Taylor’s lineup
were all held hitless Tuesday. Otis helped
his 0.375 batting average by going 3-5 in the
loss while adding an RBI. Nielsen continued
his hot start to the season, going 2-3 with two
RBI. Nielsen is batting 0.409 with six RBI
through seven games this season.
“Ryne [Otis] and Ian [Nielsen] are swinging
as well as anyone in the country right now,”
Gould said. “They’ve both have had really
great at bats.”
Taylor will continue play today and tomorrow with a pair of home doubleheaders versus
Indiana Southeast beginning at 1 p.m.

TRACK COMPETES AT INDOOR NATIONALS
The Taylor University track teams
finished with a time of 59.34, placGABE BAIN
competed at the Men’s and Wom- S T A F F W R I T E R ing sixth in her heat and 23rd out
en’s Indoor Track and Field NAIA
of 26 total competitors.
National Championships last weekend in
Kenney set a new school record, beating
Geneva, Ohio.
her own personal best.
Representing Taylor at the NAIA ChamThe last event was also successful: the
pionships were two members of the men’s 60-meter dash.
team, seniors Isaac Bryan and Scott Gill,
Carey competed for the Trojans in this
and five members of the women’s team, event, finishing with a time of 7.76. She
freshman Erin Price, sophomore Henrietta placed fifth in her heat and qualified for the
Carey and juniors Stephanie Kenney, Amy semi-finals. In her second heat, she finished
Malinowski and LaJoya Smith.
with a slightly-improved 7.75, but missed
The women’s track team participated in the cut for the finals by two one-hundredths
three separate events: the 4x400-meter relay, of a second.
the 400-meter dash and the 60-meter dash.
Carey finished sixth in her heat and 11th
I n t h e 4 x 4 0 0 - m e t e r r e l ay, K e n n e y, overall out of 15 semi-finalists.
Malinowski, Smith and Price competed in
“This group of ladies performed very well,”
the third heat of the preliminaries. The said head coach Ted Bowers, “Especially conteam finished sixth in its heat and 19th of sidering that four of the five were brand new
21 teams overall with a time of 4:02.59. The to the national stage. I’m very proud of the
relay team did not qualify for the semi-finals. performance this weekend and their indoor
The four runners broke their own Taylor season overall.”
indoor record by more than two seconds.
The men’s track team sent two competiThe 400-meter dash was Kenney’s second tors to the NAIA Championships.
event at the Indoor Championships. She
Bryan represented Taylor in the mile, the

first men’s event. He finished with a time
of 4.21.36, which placed him seventh in his
heat and 15th overall.
Bryan was three seconds short of qualifying for the semi-finals.
“Isaac has come a long way since an injury
he suffered during cross country season,”
Bowers said. “We are pleased that he has
returned to form.”
Gill, the last Trojan to compete at the
indoor championships, participated in both
the high jump and the long jump.
He was unable to cleanly clear the opening
high jump of 2.00 meters and did not qualify
for finals. Gill finished eighth overall in the
long jump with a distance of 23’ 4” and qualified for the finals.
“This was a great accomplishment for Scott
to make finals in his first indoor championship event,” Bowers said. “He just couldn’t
find the board in finals.”
The outdoor season begins March 19 at
the Rhodes Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.

BASEBALL (2-5)

MEN’S TRACK AND
FIELD

RESULTS
03/04 at Union College
L, 10-1, L, 11-5
03/08 at Butler L, 16-5

RESULTS
03/03-05 at NAIA Indoor
National Championships,
No Team Score Recorded

SCHEDULE
03/11 versus Indiana
Southeast (DH) 1 p.m.
03/12 versus Indiana
Southeast (DH) 1 p.m.
03/15 at Manchester 4 p.m.
03/16 versus Siena Heights
(DH) 2 p.m.

SCHEDULE
03/19 at Rhodes Invitational 9 a.m.
03/25-26 at Emory Invitational 3 p.m., 9 a.m.
04/02 at DePauw
Invitational 11 a.m.

REVIEW
Before falling to Butler
Tuesday, the baseball team
was swept in a doubleheader over the weekend
at Union College by scores
of 10-1 and 11-5. Junior
Ryne Otis went 2-2 with
the Trojans only RBI in the
first game, then went 1-3
with another two RBIs in
the nightcap. Junior Rhett
Goodmiller, junior Ian
Nielsen and sophomore
Derek Kinzer each added
two hits in the second
game, but it wasn’t enough,
as the Trojans fell for the
fourth straight game.

SOFTBALL (0-3)
RESULTS
03/04 at Union University
L, 3-2, L, 12-4, L, 3-2
SCHEDULE
03/12 at IU Southeast
1 p.m.
03/19 at Clermont Fla.
versus St. Thomas
03/19 at Clermont Fla.
versus Mt. Mercy
REVIEW
The softball team dropped
their first three games of
the season in a tripleheader at Union College on
Saturday. Sophomore Holly
Tomaszewski shut down
Union for the first five
innings of the game, but
Union came back with two
runs in the sixth and one in
the seventh to win 3-2. The
top six batters in Taylor’s
lineup each recorded at
least one hit in the second
game, but a seven-run third
inning by Union was too
much to overcome as the
Trojans fell 12-4. Union
jumped out to an early
3-0 lead in the third game.
Junior Laura Strode went
2-4 and scored two runs
for Taylor, but the Trojan
comeback fell just short,
and the team lost 3-2.

REVIEW
Senior Isaac Bryan finished
seventh in his heat for the
mile run at the NAIA Indoor
National Championships
over the weekend. In his
third straight year running
at nationals, Bryan missed
the finals by just over three
seconds. Senior Scott Gill
failed to qualify for the
finals in the high jump, but
did so in the long jump and
finished eighth overall.
WOMEN’S TRACK
AND FIELD
RESULTS
03/03-05 at NAIA Indoor
National Championships,
No Team Score Recorded
SCHEDULE
03/19 at Rhodes
Invitational 9 a.m.
03/25-26 at Emory Invitational 3 p.m., 9 a.m.
04/02 at DePauw
Invitational 11 a.m.
REVIEW
Junior Stephanie Kenney represented Taylor
in the 4x400-meter run
last weekend at the NAIA
Indoor National Championships and set a new school
record in the event on her
way to a 21st place finish.
Kenny was joined by junior
Amy Malinowski, junior LaJoya Smith and freshman
Erin Price in the 4x400meter relay team that set a
school record of thier own
while finishing 19th overall.
Sophomore Henrietta Carey
also traveled to nationals,
advancing past the prelims
but narrowly missing the
finals in the 60-meter dash.
GOLF
RESULTS
Season Not Yet Started
SCHEDULE
03/21-22 at Shorter University Docuteam Invitational
04/04-05 Taylor Invitational
04/08-09 at St. Francis
Cougar Invitational
REVIEW
Season Not Yet Started

Photo By Tim Riethmiller

Sophomore Holly Tomaszewski prepares to deliver a pitch last
season. Tomaszewski threw 8.1 innings over the weekend and
struck out eight.

Union College swept the TayThe Trojans lost game
WILL FAIRFAX
lor University softball team C O N T R I B U T O R three 3-2 after falling short
last weekend after a tough
in their comeback and givthree-game series for the Trojans.
ing up three runs in the first two
Taylor lost two games by one run. innings.
“They got a couple of key hits down
Sophomore Sarah Heath got the
the stretch . . . and we didn’t and that loss despite a solid performance. After
was the difference,” said head coach giving up three runs in the first two
Brad Bowser. He added the Trojans innings, she kept the Bulldogs scorewere not able to score when they had less for the rest of the game. Heath
runners in scoring position, while the gave up seven hits overall and one
Bulldogs were.
walk. Strode, Brodbeck and Heath led
In game one, the Trojans had a two- the offensive attack for the Trojans
run lead going into the bottom of the with two hits each.
sixth inning. Union then scored two
Despite the losses, Bowser remained
runs in the bottom of the sixth and positive.
ended up winning the game 3-2 in the
“I saw a lot of good things this weekbottom of the seventh inning.
end,” he said. “[Tomaszewski] and
Taylor pitcher, sophomore Holly [Heath] pitched extremely well. I was
Tomaszewski, got the loss after having really impressed with where they’re
a shutout going into the bottom of the at. They’re going to help us out a lot.”
sixth inning. She struck out seven hitSenior second baseman Maggie
ters in just over six innings and gave Burns stressed the importance of
up seven hits and three earned runs.
confidence and belief in the team’s
In game two, freshman Caitlin abilities.
Vukorpa opened the scoring for the
The Trojans faced a tough oppoTrojans by smashing a home run to nent—Union made the NAIA national
left field in the second inning. The tournament last year. While the BulTrojans scored three runs in the first dogs had played 11 games, it was openthree innings. The Bulldogs rose to the ing weekend for the Trojans.
challenge and won 12-4 after scoring
“It was our first time on the dirt this
seven runs in the bottom of the third year,” Strode said. “We were shocked to
inning and five runs in the bottom of catch balls falling from the sky instead
the fifth inning.
of the KSAC ceiling and field ground
Sophomore pitcher Andrea Schae- balls off the dirt instead of a gym floor.
fer threw well overall but gave up Overall we faced some great competiseven runs in the bottom of the third tion, and even though we lost we were
inning and eight runs on five hits and able to get our cleats dirty and learned
included five walks. Senior Emily what we need to continue to work on
Kramer led the offensive with two as we being to play conference teams.”
hits. Vurkorpa, junior Laura Strode
The Trojans look to bounce back this
and senior Alyssa Brodbeck also con- weekend in the IU Southeast Tournatributed one RBI each.
ment.
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SOFTBALL OPENS SEASON WITH TRIPLEHEADER

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Zach Vander Laan
YEAR:

Senior

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

Off Campus

NICKNAME(S):

Dutch, Dutchman

BEST BASEBALL
MEMORY:

Winning the conference
tournament two years
ago and going to Nationals the past two seasons

FAVORITE MLB
FRANCHISE:

Chicago Cubs

BIGGEST PET
PEEVE:

Coffee snobs

PERSON(S) THAT
INSPIRE YOU THE
MOST:

The Moose

PLANS FOR
SPRING BREAK:

Hotlanta

